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Abstract
Huntington’s disease (HD) is a devastating neurogenetic disorder whose familial nature and progressive course were first
described in the 19th century but for which no disease-modifying treatment is yet available. Through the active
participation of HD families, this disorder has acted as a f lagship for the application of human molecular genetic strategies
to identify disease genes, understand pathogenesis and identify rational targets for development of therapies.

The Beginning of the Molecular Genetic Era
For Huntington’s disease (HD) (OMIM 143100) (1), the molecular
genetic era began in 1983 (2). Previously, the focus in this lateonset neurodegenerative disease had been on description of its
progressive clinical phenotype, which involves typically midlife
onset of characteristic choreiform movements, accompanied or
preceded by behavioral and cognitive disturbance, on the neuropathological description of neuronal loss that is most prominently visible in the striatum and on its autosomal dominant
pattern of inheritance that is remarkable for showing ‘anticipation’ in which individuals with the disorder often display clinical
onset earlier in life in successive generations (3). An extreme
example of the latter involves onset of HD early in the juvenile
years, typically inherited from a father, manifest as extreme
rigidity with more widespread neuropathology (4).
By 1983, genetic linkage studies using the limited number
of available expressed markers had failed to identify the
chromosomal location of the HD gene (5). However, the capacity
to monitor individual genomic sequence variants by their effect
on DNA cleavage by sequence-specific bacterial restriction

endonucleases had raised the possibility, if enough marker
variants could be found, of scanning the entire genome,
tracking the inheritance of individual chromosome regions and
correlating them with the inheritance of HD. Genetic linkage
analysis with DNA markers was rapidly successful (2,6), making
the HD defect the first autosomal disease gene mapped using
this strategy and prompting similar studies in many other
disorders, along with lending support to suggestions for a
concerted effort to generate and map polymorphic sequences
across the human genome. The discovery of linked markers
enabled for the first time predictive prenatal or presymptomatic
genetic testing for HD, but this was only applicable to those
with sufficient family members available and was inherently
probabilistic, due to the potential for recombination (7). Given
the psychiatric effects of the HD mutation in some individuals
and the increased risk of suicide among mutation carriers,
predictive testing was approached cautiously, with strong
guidelines for accompanying genetic counseling (8).
The genetic markers assigned the HD gene to the terminal
band of the chromosome 4 short arm, but knowledge of its
neighborhood did not immediately identify the nature of the
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Normal alleles (approximately <27 CAGs), shown in blue, are not associated with a phenotype and are inherited in a stable manner. High normal alleles (shown in gray),
sometimes called intermediate alleles (approximately >26 but < 36 CAGs), do not typically develop signs of HD but may show some degree of germline instability of
the CAG repeat. Reduced penetrance alleles (roughly 36–39 CAGs and shown in orange) are associated with HD, but not all individuals with these alleles will develop
clinical signs of the disorder. Full penetrance alleles (>39 CAGs, shown in red) are almost always associated with development of clinical signs and symptoms of HD.
Of the expanded alleles (>35 CAGs) depicted, 4.4% are in the reduced penetrance range and 2% have >55 CAGs, in the range usually associated with very early onset
of HD.

gene and its defect. It would be another decade before numerous
technical improvements in DNA cloning, sequencing and physical mapping, many developed as part of the search, enabled the
molecular cloning of the gene itself and discovery of the cause
of HD (9). Again, this was accomplished through the use of DNA
markers, in this instance to define a minimal candidate region
through genetic association analysis that defined ancestral haplotypes to guide analysis of each of the genes being delineated
(10). The HD defect was identified as an unstable expanded
CAG trinucleotide repeat in a novel gene (9), whose symbol was
subsequently changed from HD to HTT. The CAG repeat is located
in the first exon of HTT, where it encodes a polyglutamine tract
near the amino terminus of a large >350 kDa protein named
huntingtin. The repeat shows length polymorphism in the general population that, when it exceeds ∼35 CAGs, can cause HD
(Fig. 1).

Genetic Characterization and
Genotype–Phenotype Analysis
Two remarkable features of the HD mutation, apparent when it
was first found and ultimately shown to be shared by a series
of other neurological disorders caused by expanded CAG trinucleotide repeats, are its instability through meiotic transmission
and the strong correlation of CAG repeat length with age at

onset (9,11–13). In the families that contributed to the genetic
linkage studies, analysis showed that, unlike its non-expanded
counterpart, the expanded CAG repeat usually changes in size
by one to a few units when passed from parent to child, with
occasional larger increases usually, but not always, in the male
germline (14–16). Indeed, size changes also occur occasionally
for CAG alleles in the intermediate range, resulting in a ‘new
mutation’ to HD (i.e. an affected individual with no family history
of HD) when a CAG repeat now in the disease-causing range is
received from a non-disease parent (17,18).
The length of the expanded CAG repeat, as estimated by a
polymerase chain reaction amplification/sizing assay relative to
a sequenced standard, is strongly correlated with age at onset of
HD with longer repeats being associated with earlier onset (11–
13). The combination of this genotype–phenotype correlation
with the observance of larger meiotic CAG repeat increases preferentially in the male germline effectively explained the mystery
of genetic anticipation in HD (15). The ability to define the
mutant allele at the molecular level also confirmed the previous
suggestion from family studies that, with respect to age at onset,
HD is a complete dominant. Reported HD ‘homozygotes’ were
found to have two expanded alleles and yet, as judged by the
larger allele, to display an age at onset comparable to heterozygotes (19–22). Similarly, robust statistical analysis revealed no
effect of the length of the non-expanded allele in heterozygotes
(22). There has been debate concerning whether individuals with
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Figure 1. HTT CAG repeat distribution and relationship to HD. The 67-exon HTT gene and the location of its polymorphic CAG repeat (red arrow) in exon 1 are shown
above a plot of the distribution of CAG allele lengths in >20 000 HD study participants (almost all HD heterozygotes) genotyped by the Molecular Neurogenetics Unit at
the Massachusetts General Hospital. The distribution forms a continuum of allele lengths, with soft borders that distinguish allele lengths associated with phenotype.
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two expanded alleles display more rapid deterioration, but the
most recent and largest study indicates that this is not the case
(23,24).
Measurement of the HTT CAG repeat length also provided
a direct test for prenatal or presymptomatic prediction or for
differential diagnosis without the requirement for DNA from
family members. Still, in the absence of an effective treatment,
the uptake of genetic testing among ‘at-risk’ individuals has
remained relatively low (25,26).

Model Systems
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Prior to discovery of the HD mutation, studies of pathogenesis
aimed to mimic the striatal neuropathology of HD through
chemical toxicity (e.g. 3-nitropropionic acid, an inhibitor of
the respiratory chain enzyme succinate dehydrogenase, or
quinolinic acid, an N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor agonist).
With the discovery of the HD defect, modeling studies shifted
to an increasingly sophisticated array of gene-based models:
exogenous transgene models, mutation-precise endogenous
animal models and human patient cell models (27,28).
The first HD models galvanized the field and prompted a new
direction that investigation of HD pathogenesis would take for
the coming decades. The R6 series of HTT exon1 genomic DNA
transgenic mice, with long 115–150 CAG repeats, had dramatic
neurologic phenotypes and early death (29), but it was the observation of intranuclear inclusions in their brains (30) that propelled a fundamentally different view of HD pathogenesis into
the mainstream. This came to be known as the ‘polyglutamineaggregation hypothesis’. Based on the physical properties of
polyglutamine, Perutz et al. (31) had theorized: ‘ . . . extensions
of their glutamine repeats may cause the affected proteins to
agglomerate and precipitate in neurons; symptoms may set in
when these precipitates have reached a critical size or have
resulted in a critical number of neural blocks. This would explain
better why symptoms appear earlier in life and become more
severe the longer the extension of the glutamine repeats and
why the main histological manifestation of HD consists in neural
degeneration.’ Similar aggregates were also observed in human
HD postmortem brain (32), adding them to the neuropathological
hallmarks of HD, but not providing direct evidence of whether
they were a cause or result of pathogenesis (i.e. ‘bullets or
tombstones’).
This focus spawned a host of polyglutamine-fragment
models, expressing polyglutamine alone or in the context
of truncated HTT transgene products in cells from yeast
to human, including neuronal cells in slices or culture, as
well as in invertebrates, zebrafish, mice, rats, minipigs and
non-human primates. In general, polyglutamine aggregation
can but need not be toxic, altering gene-expression and
a multitude of biological processes (33,34). Demonstration
that conditional shutdown of an exon1 fragment transgene
lessened its consequent phenotypes showed the polyglutaminetoxicity in the model to be dosage-dependent (35), supporting
speculation that the HD mechanism would also be modifiable
in this manner. Indeed, screens for polyglutamine-aggregation
and polyglutamine-toxicity modulators identified numerous
candidates (36,37), though many of these turned out to be
assay-format specific. However, genetic experiments with
endogenous CAG repeat knock-in and knock-out mouse models
were revealing a more complex picture. Tests in these models
of the criteria defined by human HD, complete dominance,
increasing severity with CAG size and neuronal selectivity, were
yielding results consistent with HD that are not easily explained
by the polyglutamine-aggregation hypothesis.

Instead of the more rapid onset in homozygotes, predicted
by a double dose of the mutation in the aggregation-hypothesis,
the timing of pathogenic phenotypes in Htt CAG knock-in mice
instead resembled that of heterozygotes (38,39). Nor, as might be
expected in a dosage-dependent mechanism, did the presence
or the absence of a normal allele alter timing of onset, which
was comparable in Htt CAG heterozygotes and hemizygotes (38).
These findings implied that an HTT gain of function not involving gene dosage is the initiator of HD pathogenesis. Indeed,
these models revealed that genetic loss-of-function scenarios,
either inactivation of the mutant allele itself or dominant negative loss of function of both alleles, are unlikely initiators. Htt
CAG homozygotes did not exhibit the dramatic developmental
abnormalities associated with null (40–42) and hypomorphic
(43,44) Htt loss-of-function mutations. Moreover, these loss-offunction developmental blocks could be bypassed by either a single mutant or wild-type allele (43,44). Notably, it has been shown
recently that in humans, mutations causing reduced huntingtin
expression act in a recessive manner to cause a severe developmental disorder (Lopes-Maciel-Rodan syndrome) (45–47).
Though it received less attention at the time, the R6 HTT
exon1 genomic fragment transgenic mouse series also fulfilled
their original intent in providing models to study instability of
the HD repeat mutation (48). This had not been prominent in
transgenics with shorter repeats created for other repeat disorders. The exon1 CAG repeats changed in size gametically and
somatically, with a pattern of expansion across brain regions and
other tissues that implied both a length-requirement and the
need for tissue-specific factors (48). The absence of instability
for the non-expressing R6/0 line implied that transcription of
the genomic DNA transgene may also be a necessary condition
for somatic instability (48). Knock-in CAG repeat mice confirmed
the length-dependency by showing progressively more somatic
expansion with increasing pure CAG repeat length, starting from
mild instability at 48 repeats (16) and, together with observations
from other knock-in models, established that CAG and other
trinucleotide repeats at distinct loci exhibit a similar pattern
of instability across brain regions and other tissues (reviewed
in 49).
The models confirmed and spurred investigation of instability in the human triplet repeat disorders (49). While gametic
instability of inherited HD CAG repeats is frequent, changes in
brain appear to be less frequent (15), although the ability to
observe these events is compromised both by pathology at postmortem and the detection method, as shown by the extremely
large repeat expansions observed in early-stage HD brain (50,51).
Moreover, as forecast by the mouse models, the graded pattern
of somatic repeat expansion across the (postmortem) brain and
other tissues (greatest in neostriatum and liver, respectively) was
found to be similar for the HTT-expanded CAG repeat associated
with HD and the ATXN1-expanded CAG repeat associated with
spinocerebellar ataxia 1 (SCA1), another of the ‘polyglutamine
disorders’ (52).
The first genetic modifier of somatic triplet repeat expansion,
DNA mismatch repair gene Msh2, was identified in crosses with
the HTT exon1 genomic R6/1 mouse (53). This spurred genetic
crosses with transgenics and endogenous knock-in models with
pure repeats that led to the identification of other genes, including many (e.g. Pms1, Pms2, Mlh1, Mlh3 and Msh3), but not all
(e.g. Msh6), mismatch repair proteins, involved in somatic instability (reviewed in 54). Endogenous models also linked repeat
expansion to the timing of emergent phenotype (55,56), including demonstration with a naturally occurring Mlh1 variant that
reduced expression levels decreased both the rate of expansion
and the rate of striatal neuron pathology (57).
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Although animal models can help to refine hypotheses of pathogenesis, as they have in SCA1, they cannot be definitive in terms
of the human condition, so the search for toxicity mechanisms
in HD has also relied on further human genetic analysis. Capitalizing on the fact that, after controlling for inherited CAG
repeat length, there is remaining heritable variance in age at
onset (60,61), a series of candidate gene polymorphisms were
tested as potential modifiers of HD pathogenesis. The candidate genes were chosen based upon a hypothesized mode of
action thought to be relevant to HD (e.g. excitotoxicity, energy
metabolism, growth factor and huntingtin-interactor) but they
mainly yielded inconsistent results in small, underpowered and
insufficiently controlled genetic association studies (62). Fortunately, the cloning of the HD gene in 1993 coincided with the
beginning of a concerted effort on the part of the HD clinical research community (i.e. the Huntington Study Group in
the U.S. and the European Huntington’s Disease Network and,
more recently, the ENROLL-HD Platform) to embark upon largescale cooperative natural history and clinical trial studies that
would eventually overcome these obstacles (63–67). HD participant DNA samples from these and the historical HD studies
(9,60) enabled the search for modifier loci through unbiased
genome-wide association studies (GWAS) mainly in participants
of European ancestry.
An initial combination of three GWAS comprising ∼4000 subjects carried out by the GeM-HD Consortium identified genomewide significant loci on chromosomes 8 and 15, with the latter displaying both onset-hastening and onset-delaying haplotypes (68). The modifier gene on chromosome 15 has been confirmed recently as FAN1, encoding a DNA endo- and exonuclease
involved in the repair of DNA damage caused by cross-linking
agents (69). These modifier alleles also influence onset of other
CAG repeat disorders (70). In the mouse, targeted inactivation
of Fan1 promotes somatic instability of trinucleotide repeats
(71,72). The prime candidate at the onset-hastening chromosome 8 locus is RRM2B, which encodes the small subunit of a
heterotetrameric ribonucleotide reductase that converts ribonucleoside diphosphates into deoxyribonucleoside diphosphates.

Mutations in RRM2B are associated with autosomal recessive
DNA depletion syndromes (OMIM 612075) and an autosomal
dominant progressive external ophthalmoplegia (OMIM 613077).
Unlike GWAS designed to identify additive risk factors in
common disease, the HD modifier GWAS sought to identify
genetic interaction between the presence of an expanded repeat
in HTT and naturally occurring polymorphisms in other genes.
The lack of a discernable effect of the modifier alleles in the
absence of an expanded CAG repeat was confirmed in nonHD participants of the PREDICT-HD study (73). In those with
an expanded CAG repeat, the modifiers showed a significant
influence on the earliest signs of HD pathogenesis that are evident at the group level ∼15 years before clinical onset. However,
the modifier alleles had distinct effects on measures of motor
dysfunction, cognitive deficit and putamen volume, suggesting
that they act by different mechanisms and/or in different cell
types (73).
A third GWAS locus of suggestive significance on chromosome 3 was confirmed as genome-wide significant in targeted
follow-up of the original study (74). Notably, this locus corresponds with the human orthologue of Mlh1, which had been
revealed in the mouse studies to be a modifier of somatic CAG
repeat expansion (57), adding to the findings from pathway
analyses and analysis of FAN1 that DNA repair/maintenance
mechanisms play an important role in HD (69,75,76). This notion
was supported by a smaller GWAS of the TRACK-HD study
participants, where intensive longitudinal phenotypic permitted
development of an integrated measure of deterioration (77). This
phenotype detected MSH3, another mismatch repair gene whose
mouse ortholog is associated with CAG repeat instability (78), as
a modifier of HD.
The most recent GeM-HD GWAS expanded the sample size
to >9000 participants of European ancestry and resulted in
the identification of three more DNA repair loci (PMS1, PMS2
and LIG1) as modifiers of onset, additional modifier haplotypes
with opposing effects at MSH3, FAN1 and LIG1, and additional
modifier loci on chromosomes 5 and 11 that might be indirectly
associated with DNA maintenance/instability mechanisms
or might influence HD through a different mechanism (75).
Notably, the former harbors TCERG1, encoding a transcriptional
regulator previously suggested from a candidate HD genetic
study as a potential modifier based upon its interaction
with huntingtin (79). The chromosome 11 locus is centered
on CCDC82, which specifies a coiled-coil domain protein of
unknown function. Although a smaller non-European ancestry
GWAS of the participants in the U.S.-Venezuela Collaborative
Research Project showed evidence of FAN1 as a modifier, the
most significant locus was at SOSTDC1 (80). This gene encodes a
bone morphogenetic protein antagonist suggesting that it may
influence the toxicity mechanism, but its lack of significance
in the European ancestry GWAS supports the possibility that
it acts through a population-specific variant or environmental
interaction.

HD Pathogenesis Involves Two Sequential
Components
The broadly accepted expectation that polyglutamine toxicity
drives HD onset has also been overturned by recent genetic
studies. In the vast majority of HD individuals, the expanded
CAG repeat is followed by CAACAG. Since both CAA and CAG
codons specify glutamine, mutant huntingtin typically contains
a polyglutamine tract that is greater by two than the pure
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The finding in both in vivo models and humans that the
rate of repeat expansion appears to be characteristic of a
given neuronal (or other) cell population posed a conundrum.
If expansion is linked to pathogenic vulnerability, then why
is the neuronal cell type with the fastest rate of expansion
(medium size spiny neurons in the neostriatum) only vulnerable
in HD and not in every triplet repeat disorder? Other factors
must explain this differential cell vulnerability. These may be
cell type–specific factors critical to triggering a pathogenic
process in the vulnerable cells, a phenomenon that has been
explored in SCA1. A set of ATXN1 cDNA transgenic mouse
models (58,59) reveals that in this system pathogenesis is not
initiated by aggregation, by the mutant mRNA or by RANtranslation products but rather at the level of a Purkinje cell–
specific ATXN1:Capicua transcription complex. Mutation of
the ATXN1Q82 transgene that prevents ATXN1-binding to its
Purkinje cell–specific transcription-complex partner Capicua
also prevents Purkinje cell death, though mRNA and RANtranslation products remain unchanged (59). Moreover, gene
expression signatures in the ATXN1Q82 mice, Atxn1 CAG knockin mice and SCA1 patient cells, show that ATXN1Q82:Capicua
complex induces pathogenic changes in Purkinje cells in a
gain-of-function rather than a loss-of-function manner (59).
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with a penultimate CAA interruption. Since both CAG and CAA are codons that specify glutamine, this results in a huntingtin protein with two more glutamines in
its polyglutamine repeat than there are consecutive CAGs in the DNA. This figure depicts the effect of two minor variant alleles, one in which the CAA is lost (red)
and one in which a second CAA results in effective duplication of the terminal CAACAG segment (green). To the left, CAA-loss, canonical and CAACAG-duplication
alleles, all with pure CAG tracts of 43 units, are compared, showing that each specifies a different number of glutamines. On the right, a box plot of residual age at
onset (i.e. the difference between observed age at onset and that expected based upon the uninterrupted CAG repeat length) for the set of participants in the GeM-HD
GWAS studies shows that, despite having the longest polyglutamine length, those with CAACAG-duplication (N = 69) alleles do not show earlier onset. In contrast,
the CAA-loss allele carriers (N = 21) show earlier onset than canonical (N = 7724; eight most frequent haplotypes) and CAACAG-duplication carriers despite having the
shortest polyglutamine tracts.

CAG repeat. Rare HTT alleles that differ from this canonical
structure and must be resolved by DNA sequencing had been
reported in the ramp-up of molecular diagnosis (81,82). The
two most frequent non-canonical variants, each representing
<1% of HD chromosomes are, respectively, duplication of the
CAACAG and loss of the interrupting CAA. These rare glutamineencoding polymorphisms have revealed that the timing of HD
onset is driven by a property of the pure CAG repeat, not by the
polyglutamine in mutant huntingtin (Fig. 2) (75,83–85). Indeed,
the CAACAG duplication alleles specify four more glutamines
than CAA loss alleles, yet they are not associated with
earlier onset.
The lack of cumulative dose-dependent damage predicted by
HD homozygotes, the existence of a length-dependent property
of the uninterrupted CAG repeat that drives onset and the preponderance of DNA maintenance genes among HD onset modifiers, all point to HD pathogenesis consisting of two sequential components (Fig. 3): (1) somatic expansion of the inherited
expanded CAG allele occurs in target cells at a rate influenced by
the DNA maintenance modifiers, and (2) when some threshold
repeat length is achieved, toxicity is triggered and the target cell
suffers damage, dysfunction and death (75,83). The mechanism
underlying this second toxicity component remains to be determined, perhaps through the identification of additional genetic
modifiers that bring the process into focus. It might involve a
de novo action at the threshold CAG length or an ongoing action
that exceeds cellular coping mechanisms. It might involve fulllength mutant huntingtin since, from biochemical studies, the
polyglutamine tract size alters the structure, phosphorylation
pattern and activities of the protein (an alpha-helical solenoidlike scaffold), which impacts on a wide variety of functions

including chromatin regulation, vesicle trafficking, mitochondrial function and translation (27,34,86–88). Alternatively, toxicity might result from incomplete HTT exon1-2 splicing such that
polyglutamine–exon1 fragment is produced (89,90). Mechanistic gain of function at level of the DNA or mRNA rather than
protein is also possible (91–93) but each remains to be more
fully explored. A similar two-component model likely applies
to other diseases involving expanded CAG and potentially other
repeat diseases, with the first step involving somatic expansion
of the repeat and the second involving a different mechanism of
toxicity peculiar to the locus and its target cells.

Conclusion
Human genetic analysis has already demonstrated that the rate
driver for HD onset (i.e. somatic CAG repeat expansion) is modifiable and has pointed to therapeutic targets that are currently
being prosecuted. There is as yet no corresponding convergence
of DNA modifiers on the toxicity mechanism, although RRM2B,
TCERG1, CCDC82 and/or SOSTDC1 could well operate at this level.
The GWAS studies of HD are currently being expanded in size
to achieve greater power, to include more participants of nonEuropean ancestry and to address additional disease phenotypes, with the hope that modifiers of the toxicity mechanism
and the cellular response to it will emerge and that the processes
responsible will constitute novel in-human validated therapeutic targets. Treatments are badly needed to delay or prevent
onset of HD and/or deterioration in manifest individuals. The
best hope for a disease-modifying intervention to date has been
lowering the expression of mutant huntingtin by any of a variety
of methods (94,95). Although this approach has generated great
excitement, in a major disappointment to the HD community,
the largest and most advanced Phase 3 clinical trial testing
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Figure 2. The timing of HD onset is driven by a property of CAG repeat length, not polyglutamine. Canonical HTT CAG expansion alleles associated with HD have repeats
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that are associated with somatic expansion of trinucleotide repeats. Depicted are sets of medium-spiny striatal neurons at birth and with increasing age in individuals
who inherited 42 uninterrupted HTT CAG repeats but with different modifier alleles. With progressive age, the CAG length shows variable degrees of expansion, with
the greatest and least occurring in the individual with a strong onset-hastening modifier (red) and with a strong onset-delaying modifier (green), respectively. When
the repeat in a given neuron reaches a threshold repeat length (noted as >T, a length that is currently not known but is assumed for this presentation to be >90 CAGs),
toxic damage occurs through a mechanism that is not yet certain, resulting in neuronal dysfunction (yellow) and eventual death (disappearance).

antisense oligonucleotide (ASO) suppression of both mutant and
normal huntingtin (96) was halted recently based upon the overall risk/benefit assessment of an independent data monitoring
committee, although no new safety signals emerged. It remains
unclear whether this failure casts doubt on the validity of fulllength huntingtin as a target in individuals who already exhibit
manifest disease. It is conceivable that suppression of mutant
huntingtin must be accomplished earlier, to a greater extent
and/or in different cell types or in an allele-specific manner, that
suppression must target exon 1 rather than full-length protein,
or that toxicity is not precipitated at the protein level. Continued identification of genetic modifiers of HD and the stage of
disease at which they act by investigating the human disease
patients themselves may not only help to answer this question
but will also provide alternative routes to understanding the
mechanisms underlying human HD and to developing effective
disease-modifying treatments.
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